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Who we are:
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden is the 
largest garden dedicated to the research, 
conservation, perpetuation and public 
display of California native plants.





California is a biodiversity 
hotspot - our mission is to 
keep it that way.

● California has more than 5000 native 
plant species - more than any other 
state

● ⅓ of these are only found in California
● > ⅓ are rare/ threatened
● Southern California plants face many 

threats, including  habitat loss and 
degradation, invasives, increased fire 
frequency and climate change





We know we’re relevant.

How do we convince an
ever-evolving public?



“Audiences nationwide are    
breaking down cultural norms and 
redefining them… Now culture    

can mean Caravaggio, Coachella, 
Tannhäuser, or taco trucks.”

Maggie Hartnick
Managing Director of LaPlaca Cohen Marketing Firm



WHY ORIGINAL 
EXHIBITIONS?



ORIGINAL EXHIBITIONS 
● Attract new audiences
● Provide fresh perspectives for returning 

guests
● Boost attendance
● Provide incentives for membership
● Energize the heartbeat of the Garden
● Keep the Garden’s mission relevant 



OUR (FUN)
CHALLENGES



OUR (FUN) CHALLENGES
Particular Focus

Garden dedicated 
entirely to California 
native plants

Limited palette.

Audience Diversity

Attract and speak to 
broad demographic.

Geography

Location, Location, 
Location.



OUR (FUN) CHALLENGES



OUR APPROACH



OUR APPROACH
The Exhibition as a Bridge

1. Siting the Bridge
2. Drawing up the blueprint
3. Construction



4. Opening the Bridge 
5. Evaluate the bridge

OUR APPROACH
The Exhibition as a Bridge





CONCEPTION
● Trendiness of Locally Grown 

Food

● Showcasing a Farmer’s 
Market of the Future

● Capturing the flavor of 
California



WHY?
● Popularity of previous RSABG 

events and exhibits focused on 
food.

● Everybody loves food.

● Flourish of press on native 
plants in food and foraging. 



PLANT SELECTION
● Meet the exhibition theme

● Plants need to survive in 
containers in the duration of 
the exhibit

● Ideally plants that visitors can 
grow themselves

● Available in our Garden 
Production Nursery or through 
an outside vendor



DESIGN
Graphics

● Farmer’s markets as guide

● Americana colors

● Fruit and other roadside 
vendor graphics

● Wooden materials



Layout
● Arranged by food groups with 

diverse visual schematics
○ Bar (beverages)
○ Fruit
○ Vegetables
○ Roots & Tubers
○ Herbs & Spices

DESIGN



INTERPRETATION
Research
● Ethnobotanical uses of CA 

native plants

● Edibility  <-->  Deliciousness

● Potential toxicity 

● Are restaurants / breweries 
using these plants? 

● Conservation Concerns



INTERPRETATION
● Broad brush overview of each 

exhibit section

● Recipes

● Suggested dishes

● Availability in our Nursery





CONCEPTION
● Heteromeles & the Hollywood Myth

● Hollywood at our Doorstep

● Bringing California Native Plants out 
of the Background

● Revealing subliminal messaging of 
plants in the movies



WHY?
● Movies are an integral American 

pastime and far-reaching art form 

● Examining Hollywood’s environmental 
impact

● Collaboration with the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

● Plants are local and specific, setting a 
mood in our lives as well as in the 
movies 



DESIGN
● Linked the Art Gallery and 

Outside Exhibit

● Animating plants and 
landscapes in the Garden







DESIGN
Style Guide
The exhibition space was painted 
like a Golden Age Hollywood 
theater, including golden pillars 
and red velvet benches.



INTERPRETATION
Collaboration

● Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts & Sciences

● Film industry professionals and 
scholars

● Botanists, Botanizing the 
Movies



INTERPRETATION
Exhibit Elements
● Chronology
● Interactivity
● Movie Scripts
● Plant Tropes
● Dramatic Roles of CA Native 

Plants





CONCEPTION
Synthesis of Diverse Sources of Inspiration
● New Scanning Electron Microscope
● Popular interest in dangerous plants
● Trendiness of Cacti and Succulents
● Personal Inspiration from Samurai Sword Exhibition at the MET



WHY?
● Game of Thrones: Cultural 

Phenomenon 

● Oddly fun to talk about pain caused by 
plants

● Cacti and succulents have garnered 
quite a following in recent years and 
this was a great way to showcase them.

● (And by the way, this was easy to 
maintain)



DESIGN
Layout
● Major and Minor Plant Houses

● The Armory: types, aspects and 
uses of plant weaponry

● Hall of Pain: testimonials of painful 
plant encounters

● Aesthetic Components







DESIGN
Materials
● Gabions

● Crushed landscape glass

● Tapestries

● Painted containers

● Spiked signage

● Banners for signs





INTERPRETATION
Research
● Plant defenses

● Evolutionary backstory of plant 
weaponry

● SEM revelations



INTERPRETATION

● Setting the Voice

● Making Science Fun

● Developing a mythology for 
each of the Houses

● Making each species special

● Collaboration and review/ 
editing



INTERPRETATION

● Minor Houses

● The Hall of Pain

● The Armory
○ Stealth Attack
○ Biological Warfare
○ Accessories to Murder



DESIGN
The Grove of Thorns
● Showcase plant weaponry 

at massive scales

● Tie in to the aesthetics of 
Game of Thrones

● Funded by Kickstarter

● Integration of SEM 
imagery, 3D printing and 
Glass Casting



• Spiked Fridays



So what are the best practices 
we have learned from putting 
together these original exhibits? 



Generating Ideas
Spinning all of that straw into

some type of precious metal



Media Sources We Use



Knowing the Cultural Landscape
Visiting (both physically and digitally) other 
botanical gardens and cultural institutions.



The Importance
of Design



Crafting Language to meet the Zeitgeist



Collaboration & Partnership



Measuring Results

● Claremont Graduate University -
Evaluation Program

● Evaluating impacts on attendance

● Documenting press and media about the 
exhibition
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Thank you!


